Generate Robotic Reporting Step 2.
Back on your PP main page, click on the Generate Reports button.

You will see a page with choices of types of reports. To create a Robotic Report, click the
button.
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The main Robotic reporting page (Summary) will appear.

To create or schedule a report, click the Report Scheduler link.

Here you can schedule a report to run at a specific time (ex: once a semester, etc.), run a
one time report and edit the report period (set the semester lengths, etc.).
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Click on the One Time Report link.

Choose the type of report (usually Evaluation Instruments). Then select the type of user
group. Filter is good for a broad range of data. User list is better for a specific group or
time period.
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Select the start and end dates.

Choose the type of Evaluation Instrument you are using for the report. Generally the
Course Based Evaluations, Faculty to Candidate Evaluation and the Unit Assessment
Item are the ones most frequently used.

Depending on which option you chose above, you will be presented with a drop down
box to choose the specific item. Be sure you know what the correct name is.
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Then name the report, click Auto unless you created a custom folder.
If you want the report to run now, choose a date just prior to the current date. Then
click submit.

The My Report Schedule will pop up with the name of the report you just set up.
To run it now, I usually click the Run Now below the name.

Click back to the Summary page and wait for the report to pop up at the top of the list.
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Click on the report name to bring up the Excel spread sheet with the report information.
You can open it with Excel or save it to work on.

There will be 5 worksheets in the report. The last sheet is the actual raw data which you
can manipulate
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Raw Data that can be manipulated.

Note: When you manipulate (specifically remove rows of candidate data) the change
will be reflected on the Analysis page. Removing columns of extraneous data does
nothing to the analysis page. You can use the down arrow at the top of each column to
sort data. Then if you want to remove one or more rows, click on the row number and
delete.
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